BRENNAN RENTAL

Brennan Rental offers top quality, dependable equipment
for both short-term and long-term needs. The goal
of Brennan Rental is to meet our customer’s rental
application with the proper type, brand and spec needed
to do the job. For 60 years, we have been delivering
reliable rental assets that are ready to work immediately.
Our team has the experience to tailor a solution for you
on a short (less than year) or long term period. One
simple call or email will put our rental specialists to
work and deliver the right equipment to your facility
quickly and efficiently allowing you to focus on your core
business. Whether your job is small or large, Brennan
Rental is ready to help you worry free!

SHORT-TERM RENTAL
Brennan Rental can deliver a variety of late model
forklifts, industrial batteries, chargers, attachments,
aerial lifts and personnel carriers on a same day or next
day basis. We offer reliable equipment at competitive
rates for a day, a week or a month. If you need a rental
for a temporary or seasonal increase in production,
a move, inventory, emergency existing equipment
breakdown…no matter the reason, let Brennan Rental
deliver the right equipment on-time!

LONG-TERM RENTAL (LTR)
Put our team of professionals to work with you to increase
productivity and profit for your company, and provide
the flexibility you need in today’s challenging business
environment. Brennan Rental will work with you to tailor
a program that will “right-size” your fleet…the right type,
right brand, right specifications, right terms and conditions
and the right quantity. We will monitor performance and
provide the reports you need to track key performance
indicators and costs. The benefits include:

• Comprehensive rate that typically includes new
equipment and all maintenance required to maximize
uptime.

• Our LTR Program is entirely different than a “true lease”
arrangement that factors in a “residual value”. An LTR
program is a commitment for “100% up-time”, including
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technician response, replacement equipment if a unit
goes down or if repairs cannot be made on site. Brennan
Rental owns the equipment throughout its life, so if the
equipment does not operate properly, or reaches the end
of economic life, we replace it with an entirely different
piece of equipment.

• The LTR Agreement is a “two-party” agreement between

Brennan Rental and your company; there is no “third
party” financial or leasing company involved. This
allows us to work directly together if you need to change
quantities, specifications, terms and conditions. We
react quickly to meet your needs without involving a
financial institution that focuses entirely on their “yield”
and is not particularly interested in the operation of your
plant and changing needs that you face.
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